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Super Jet Carriers is one of the best transporter in the markets of
India. The most important fact about the firm is that they always
wishes to do extraordinary compared to other firms.

About Us
Super Jet Carriers is one of the best transporter in the markets of India. The most important fact about
the firm is that they always wishes to do extraordinary compared to other firms. This fact mostly keeps
them ahead of their competitors by a huge margin. Apart from the quality products manufacturing firm
also keeps their rates very reasonable so that no body has to choose between quality & prices. The
proud Director A.K. Kaushik is very dynamic and dedicated persons with high level of determination.
They have just one love and one hobby and amazingly they both are also same & that's his work and
so why because of their workaholic nature they usually never gets any free time to spare.
Company is the Services for Transporter,Contractors, Booking Agents, Packers and Movers for
House Hold, ODC & Trailor Load for All India. Firm not only have latest machineries but they are also
equipped with best of the engineers who are highly educated & experienced, which makes them one
of the most reputated & trusted brands in the field.
Company has been planning to grow in same line and to make their future bright it has plan to
implement the prestigious ISO 9001:2008 certification. They also thinks that government should help
Small Scale industries to grow. Firm has received various award from prestigious association and
organisation. Firm has its customer base into all around the nation.
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/super-jet-carriers/aboutus.html
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